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K+p INELASTIC INTERACTIONS AT 2.7 BeV/c 

Riley David Newman 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 

AJ3STRACT 

An analysis is presented of an exposure of the Brookhaven 

.AGS 20" hydrogen bubble chamber to a 2.65 BeV/c separated K+ beam. 

Channel cross sections are presented for K+p interactions, except 

those corresponding to a two prong topology. A detailed study is 

made of the final states K0 p ~+ + + -and K p ~ ~ , which are dominated 

* by the production of K (891) and * N (1236). The reaction + * Kp_,.Kp 

is analysed in terms of a one meson exchange model modified by form 

factors, and results are compared with data at other energies. The 

model is found to give a very unsatisfactory account of the energy 
* *0 *++ 

dependence of K production. The reaction K+p _,. K N is 

analysed in terms of a pion exchange model modified to include the 

effects of absorption in initial and final states. 

No evidence is found for production of resonant states other 

* * than K (891) , N (1236) , and m • Relations between three body final 

States Of K+p t• i 1. d b reac ~ons mp ~e y su
3 

symmetry are derived and 

tested. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

• The study of high energy particle interactions has revealed a 

great profusion of resonant states. It is of interest to pursue the 

search for new particles, and to determine their quantum numbers as 

they are found. It is also of great interest to ellucidate the 

production mechanisms for those particles whose existence and quantum 

numbers are well establishedo 

A striking feature of high energy meson nucleon interactions is 

that they proceed in large part by way of quasi-two-body production of 

resonant states, and that this production tends to be strongly peaked 

in the forward (or backward) directions. This peaking suggests a 

peripheral process, and it is tempting to try a one meson exchange 

model (OME) for these reactions. Unfortunately, the peaking introduced 

in this model by the propagator for the exchanged particle is often 

completely masked by the momentum transfer dependence of the vertex 

couplings involved, and the unmodified model usually fails miserably 

to reproduce experimental production angular distributions and cross 

sections. This is not too surprising, since the model predicts an 

amplitude which greatly exceeds the unitary limit for low partial 

waves. On the other hand, resonance decay distributions are often in 

fair agreement with the predictions of this model. 

Various modifications of the OME model have been tried to account 

for the observed peaking of production distributions. The first and 
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simplest approach was to multiply the simple OME "Born term" by a form 

factor--a function of momentum transfer to allow for the effects of 

structure in the vertices and propagator of the model. In practise 

this function must be determined empirically, but should not be a 

function of energy, so that the model may be tested by seeing if the 

same form factors reproduce the data at all production energies. 

More recently, a great deal of attention has been given to the effect 

on a particular production channel of competing channels. One approach 

to this is the absorption model, developed by Sopkovich,
1 

Durand and 

Chiu, 2 Gottfried and Jackson, 3 and others, in which the OME amplitude 

is modified by the effects of absorption in the initial and final states 

into other channels. The greatest absorption is found in the low partial 

waves, as might be intuitively expected, so that the peripheral nature 

of the OME amplitude is enhanced, reproducing the observed forward 

peaking. Absorption, unlike the form factors described above, also 

affects the decay distributions predicted by the OME model. 

The analysis of K+p interactions is in many ways ideally suited 

to the study of peripheral production mechanisms. There are no resonances 

in the direct channel. Only two resonances are produced in significant 

amounts in the three and four body final states through at least 

3 BeV/c--the * K (891) and * N (1236) • The production of these resonances 

dominates these final states, so that the problem of dealing with non-

resonant background is minimized. Finally, the quantum numbers of these 

resonances are well established, so that attention may be devoted entirely 
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to production mechanisms. In the sections which follow we investigate 

production and decay distributions for the following reactions 

+ *+ 
Kp-+K p la 

*++ 
K

0
N lb 

*0 *++ 
K N lc 

at a K+ beam momentum of 2.65 BeV/c. Reaction la we will treat with 

an OME model modified only by form factors, comparing our results with 

data at other energies. Reaction lb provides too little data for a 

detailed analysis. Reaction lc we will treat with an absorption model~ 

We then discuss the possible production of other resonances. Finally 

we derive and test some predictions of su
3 

symmetry relating the three 

body final states of K+p reactions. 
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II. THE EXPERD1ENT 

A. The Beam 

The experiment was conducted with the AG8 accelerator and 20-in. 

bubble chamber at Brookhaven National Laboratories. The 20-in. chamber y 

beam is shown schematically in Fig. 1 and is described in detail in the 

literature.
4 

It consists of a transport and momentum-defining stage fol-

lowed by two mass separation stages, the second of which provides addition-

al momentum definition, and finally a beam shaping transport section to 

the chamber. The desired 2.7 BeV/c + K beam pressed the mass separation 

capability of the beam toward its limit. In order to achieve good mass 

separation care was taken to deep the vertical image and object sizes to 

a minimum in the beam optics. The height of the target in the AG8 proton 

beam was .050", while the heights of slits 82, 83, and 84 in Fig. 1 were 

.045", .100", and .060" respectively. The 1lK separation achieved is 

indicated in a tuning curve for the second separator, shown in Fig. 2. 

The run was made with the indicated setting on the high side of the 

K peak, where allowing for some shift due to separator instability we 

estimate the ~, ~' e cont~nation to be less than 10%. This estimate 

was confirmed by a later estimate based on a comparison of number of' 

K+ three prong deca~s observed with the number of passing tracks in 

the chamber. To minimize contamination from in-flight decays of K+ 

in the final section of the .beam, stringent acceptance criteria were 

imposed on the azimuthal and dip angles of beam tracks entering the 

bubble chamber when selecting events for analysis. The beam momentum 
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the beam to the Brookhaven 20" 
· bubble chamber. 
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Fig. 2 Beam tuning curve, indicating rr-K mass separation 
achieved. Counting rate at the second mass separa
tion slit (s4) is plotted vs. magnetic field in the 
second mass spectrometer. 
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was determined to be (2.65 ± .03) BeV/c from measurement of passing 

tracks in the chamber. 

B. Data Processing 

A total of 50,000 pictures was taken. All film was scanned three 

times to locate events, providing essentially 100% scanning efficiency. 

Those events having a two prong topology with no observed neutral decay 

were not analysed in this study. Otherwise all events were measured 

and processed using the PANAL-PACKAGE bubble chamber analysis computer 

programs. 5 For the final analysis only those events occurring in a 

restricted fiducial volume were accepted. For each event a kinematic 

fit was attempted to every known combination of strongly interacting 

particles consistent with the observed topology which conserved energy, 

strangeness, and baryon number, and which involved at most one unobserved 

particle. A hypothesis was accepted if two conditions were met: the 

x2 for the fit must correspond to a probability level greater than 1%, 

and the track bubble density observed must be consistent with the particle 

velocities indicated by the fit. Ambiguities were resolved on the basis 

of bubble density if possible, otherwise on the basis of x2, , except in 

the case of the following rather common ambiguity. Among the events with 

four charged prongs we often find both a four constraint fit to the final 

state + + and constraint fit to + + - 0 K p :rr 1( a one p K :rr 1( 1( . In the 

latter fit the 0 is found to be nearly at rest in the laboratory frame, 1( 
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and the track assignments of the K+ and p are reversed with respect 

to the four constraint fit. When bubble density could resolve this 

ambiguity such fits were found to almost invariably "fakes". Hence 

when bubble density could not resolve the ambiguity the fit with 0 
:rt' 

was rejected in favor of the four constraint fit almost regardless of 

relative x2 • 

About 8% of the events yielded no acceptable fit. This is 

consistent with the number of events which might be expected to involve 

more than one unobserved neutral particle, along with those events 

arising from :rr contamination. 

About 5% of the events were unmeasurable or failed in the computer 

processing after repeated tries. Channel cross sections derived from 

fitted events were scaled up accordingly. 
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III. CHANNEL CROSS SECTIONS 

Cross sections were determined by comparing the number of events 

in a channel with the number of three prong events occurring in the same 

volume and satisfying the same beam track entrance criteria. Three prong 

events represent K+ decays, providing a measure of the total K+ track 

length observed. We have 

_ M /\(3p) (NN~p) 
cri - P P ..) 

where cr is,the cross section for channel 
i 

i ) is the number of 

events observed in channel 

observed in the same volume, 

yielding three charged prongs, 

is the number of three prong events 

is the partial rate for + K decays 

+ P is the K beam momentum, M is the 

+ mass of the K ·, artd p is the density of the bubble chamber hydrogen, 

in protons/cm3 • To determine /\(3p) we consider the K+ decay modes 

yielding three charged particles: 

Mode Branching Ratio 
6 

+ 0 
.216 .oo6 :rc :rc ± 

0 + 
.004 :rc J.l V' 0 + .032 ± :rc ~ e e 'Y • .0119 ± .0005 

0 + 
.045 :rc e v ± .003 

+ 0 0 
:rc :rc :rc .017 ± .001 X 2 X .0119 

+ + 
.056 :rc :rc :rc ± .001 

Total .060 ± .001 
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Dividing by the K+ 

prong partial rate: 

lifetime ~ = 1.243 ± .004 10-
8 

we get a three 
r 6 

A(3p) = 4.8)•10 ± 1.6%. 

The hydrogen density p was determined from the hydrogen tempera-

ture T , which in turn was determined from a neon vapor pressure thermom-

eter in the chamber, monitored during the run. The values found were: 

T = 26.0 ± .1 °K , p = .0626 ± .0003 gm/cm3 = ).74 10
22 

protons/cm3 • 

With a few exceptions, information on final states including a 

K
0 

or A was derived only from those events in which the K0 or A 

was observed to decay within a preset volume in the chamber. To obtain 

cross sections, the number of such events requires two corrections. The 

first is a factor of 2.89 for K0 events6and 1.5 for A events, to take 

into account the K2 and neutral decay modes of these particles. The 

second is an escape correction to allow for those K1 or A which 

decay outside the acceptance volume. This correction was made by 

· ht· h t "th f t -- (1-P.)-l where we1g 1ng eac even W1 a ac or w 
i 1 

is the 

probability, for that event, that the K0 or A would reach the boundary 

of the acceptance volume without decaying. This is given by P = exp(-t/T) , 

where T is the mean lifetime of the particle and t is the proper time 

it would have spent on its path from production to boundary of acceptance 

volume, had it not decayed. The average value of the factor w was 

about 1.2 for K0 decays, and 1.3 for A decays. 

Cross section data for all channels accessible to this study are 

presented in Table 1. Parentheses around a neutral particle indicate 

its decay is not observed. Errors are statistical, based on the number 
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of events observed in each channel combined with a statistical uncertainty 

of 8% in the number of three prong events used to determine cross sections. 

Errors in the remaining ~uantities entering the cross section determination 

-- A(3p) , beam momentum, and hydrogen density--are negligible in compari-

son to these factors. 
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Table I. Cross sections for K+p inelastic reactions at 2.65 BeV/c 

Cbannel Cross section (mb) 

Ko + pre 2.7 ± 0.3 

K0 pre+(re0
) 1.9 ± 0.2 

K0 re+rc+(n) 0.64 ± 0.12 

+ + -K pre rc 2.6 ± 0.2 

' + + -c o) K pre re rc o.43 ± o.o6 

+ + + -c ) Krcrcrc n 0.14 ± 0.03 

+ + -c o) pre rc rc K 0.14 ± 0.03 

+ + - 0( 0) pre re rc K re 0.04 ± 0.04 

+ + + - -K pre rc re rc 0.01 ± 0.01 

K+K0 I:+ 0.02 ± 0.02 

K+K+I:o ~.01 

K+K+A 0.03 ± 0.02 

K+K+A(rc0 ) 0.01 ± 0.01 

K°K+rc+(A) 0.03 ± 0.03 

;.t 
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IV. The Final State K0 rr+ p 

A. General Features 

The final state K
o + rr P with observed K0 decay may be identi~ 

fied with virtually no ambiguities. The effect of rr contamination is 

negligible; the + rr p final states which might be mistaken for this one 

,.o + -o + o o -o + + + -o are l\. . K p , K K p rr , K K p rr , and n K rr K , with a combined 

cross section at this energy of only .068 mb, 7 and these are easily 

distinguishable kinematically. 

. 0 + 
A Dalitz plot of the K rr p events is shown in Fig. 3, alon~ 

with projections onto the m
2

(K rr) and 
2 m (p rr) axes. Clearly this 

* K (891) state is dominated by the production of and * N (1236) • To 

* * estimate the relative amount of K and N in this state a maximum likeli-

hood fit Was made to the Dalitz plot distribution assuming a sum of non

interfering contributions from uniform background, K*p , and N*K0 produc-

tion: 

-+ 
where a gives the relative amounts of the three contributions, constrained 

by a1 + a2 + a
3 

= 1 , and each fi is normalized to one over the Dalitz 

plot. fB is a constant, while fK* and fN* were taken to be of the 

form: 

m 
N ------~p_r~(_m~) ____ _ 

2 *2 2 *2 2 
(m -m ) + m r (m) 

Here .. letting a and b denote the products of the resonance decay, m is 
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2 
Mass 2 (K0

7T+), BeV2 

Fig. 3 Dalitz plot for the final state K0p~+ • Events 
in the mass histogram are weighted as described 
in the text. Curves plotted on the histograms 
correspond to the production of K*(891), N*(l236), 
and non~resonant background in proportions deter
mined from a likelihood fit to the Dalitz plot 
distribution. 

3 

MU B -11445 
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the effective mass of the pair ab , p is the rest frame momentum for 

* the decay m ~a + b , m is the resonant mass, r(m) is an energy 

* dependent decay width normalized so that r(m ) is the resonance 

width, and N normalizes the distribution to one over the Dalitz 

plot. The factor m/p removes the 

r in the numerator. We take r(m) 
3 

and proportional to ~ (~ + ~) 

phase space dependence from the 

3 * proportional to P2 for the K 

* m 
for the N , where ~ and ~ 

* are the mass and energy respectively of the proton in the N rest 

frame. Masses and widths of the resonances were input to the fit: 

In making the fit each event was weighted with the escape correction 

factor defined in Section III, so that the likelihood function 

becomes: 
wi 

;t_ (8:) = II f(8:; x.) 
i ~ 

where x is the position on the Dalitz plot. Statistical errors 

however were estimated from a likelihood function calculated without 

* weights. The fit indicates (12 ± 8)% background, (56 ± 7)% K p and 

(32 ± 7)% N*K0 
• Curves corresponding to these values are plotted on 

2 the weighted m (K n) and 2 m (p n) distributions in Fig. 3. The 

* * corresponding K and N production cross sections in this channel 

are 1.5 ± .3mb. and .9 ± .2 mb. respectively. 

* B. K Production 

* For the analysis of K production we select events lying in a 
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* K band: • 850 < ~~ < .930 , but not in an * N band: 1.16 < m < 1.30 • 
p~ 

B,y integrating the distributions a.f. described in the last section we 
J. J. 

* * estimate our sample to be 94% K p , 3% N K , and 3% background. 

* The decay distribution of the K is given in terms of its spin 

density matrix elements by 

w(e,cp) ~ t; [ p00 cos
2e + pll sin

2e - p1 _
1 

sin
2e cos 2qJ - -!2 Rep10 sin2e coscp] 

(1) 

T.rlth 1 2 "'... Poo = - P11 A discussion of the symmetry of p is given in 

Appendix A. Here e and cp are polar angles in a coordinate system 

in.which the y axis is taken to be normal to the production plane. If 

+ * the z axis is taken to be the direction of the incident K in the K 

rest frame, p00 may be interpreted as the relative contribution of 

pseudoscalar exchange in the framework of a one meson exchange model 

involving the exchange of vector and pseudoscalar particles. This 

interpretation is not affected if the exchange pro~ess is modified by 

form factors. The value of p00 will be altered if absorption effects 

are important, but still may be expected to give an indication of the 

relative importance of pseudoscalar exchange. 

The parameters p00 , p1_1 and Rep10 were evaluated from a single 

maximum likelihood fit to the K* decay distribution. 8 In making this 

fit each event was weighted with its escape correction factor, as in 

the fit to the Dali tz plot distribution-; To avoid biases arising from 

* * the omission of the part of the K band which overlaps the N band, 

weexploit the fact that distribution 1 is invariant under the transfor-

.1.' 

j ... 

iJ 

:./ 
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mation e ~ ~ - e ' ~ ~ ~ + ~ • The overlap is so located that if an 

event lies in the overlap region, then its "conjugate" event lies out-

side it. In making the fit each event was given a weight factor of 

two if its "conjugate" lies in the overlap region, thus effectively 

"replacing" the excluded events. In Table II we present the density 

* matrix parameters determined for the total K sample. Results are 

given both for an unweighted fit and for a fit weighted as described 

above. The two fits agree within the errors. 

* *+ 
Table II. K Spin density matrix elements for the channel K p 

Parameter Unweighted fit Weighted fit 

Poo 0.16 ± 0.08 0.20 ± 0.08 

p 
1,-1 0.23 ± 0.09 0.19 ± 0.09 

ReplO -0.13 ± 0.03 -0.16 ± 0.03 
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* Decay angular distributions for the K in the 
channel K*+p • Particle symbols in the coordinate 
system diagram represent the direction of motion of 
the particles in the K* rest frame. Events are 
weighted as desc~ibed in the text. Curves are 
determined by K density matrix parameters obtained 
from a three parameter likelihoodf1t to the (e,~) 
distribution. 
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An alternative method for determining Rep10 which is often 

used is to evaluate Rep10 = ~ < sin 2e cos~ > . For our unweighted 
4 .f2 

data this method yields p10 = -0.17 in reasonable agreement with the 

result of our likelihood·fit. In Fig. 4 we show the weighted decay 

* distributions in cose and ~ for the total K sample, along with 

the curves determiped by distribution l using our results for p00 

and Note that distribution l averaged over ~ gives a distri-

bution in cose which depends only on Poo J while averaged over cose 

it gives a distribution in ~ depending only on pl-l . However the 

values of Poo and Pl_;l are coupled to the value of ReplO in making 

our likelihood fit. Hence the curves plotted in Fig. 4 are not neces-

sarily the best possible fit to the corresponding histograms, but reflect 

additional information on e-~ correlations. The same comment applies 

* * to all K and N decay distributions discussed in this study. 

We now approach our data with a one meson ex~hange model modified 

by form factors, following the approach of Jackson and Pilkuhn.9 We 

first ask what particles may be exchanged. Restricting the possibili-

ties to low mass particles allows the exchange of ~ , n , p , ru and 

~mesons. Evidence against the importance of p exchange is provided 

10 *0 

by resu~ts of a study of the reaction K+n ~ K p , in which the 

exchange of an isoscalar meson is forbidden." The exchange of either 

n or p is allowed in that reaction, but in fact the contribution of 

vector exchange is very small, indicating that p exchange does not 
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contribute significantly. Isospin invariance of the vertices then 

extends that conclusion to our reaction. The absence of p exchange 

provides some support for the conservation of A parity,11 which for

* bids a p K K coupling. Conservation of A parity would also for-

* bid a ~ K K coupling. This, along with the high mass of the ~ , 

provides arguments against the importance of ~ exchange in our reac-

tion. As for the T) , su
3 

symmetry using a D/F ratio of 2.0 indicates 

2 1 2 l 
gPPTJ/gpprro = 27 , while at the meson vertex we have 

This, along with the high mass of the T) . compared to the rr0 
, indi-

cates that the contribution of T) exchange to our reaction will be 

small compared to rr exchange. Hence we restrict our model to the 

exchange of rr and ru mesons. 

* Treating the K as a stable particle, we may write its produc-

tion cross section with the one meson exchange model (OME) as9 

dcr 
dQ where)with a factor for the 

is the contribution from rr exchange, and 

dcr 2 v q' f 
a:Q"" = )sq 4;( 

* 0 + K ; K rr branching ratio 
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is the contribution from vector meson exchange. Here a is the c 

* momentum of the incident K+ in the rest frame of the K , given 

by 

s is the square of the C.M. energy, q is the C.M. momentum of the 

K+ , q 1 
• is the C .M. momentum of the * K , and 62 is the momentum 

2 
contribution ~ is the transfer to the 

*+ 
K+ rc° K 

* K In the exchange 

coupling constant, 

G2 
rv 

estimated from the * K decay width to 

be about ·75, ~ rv 15 is the NNrc0 coupling constant, and F (6
2

) 
2 p 

is a form factor. In the vector exchange contribution ~ is the 

* vector meson coupling constant at the K K 

coupling constants at the nucleon vertex, and 

and GT are 

is a form factor. 

Of the vector coupling constants little is known, except that one can 

argue9 for ill exchange that GT ~ 0 • The unknowns then in these 

expressions are the product 

and F (6
2

) • 

f 2 
G 

2 and the two form factors F (6
2

) v p 

v 

For K* production at 3.0 BeV/c 12 the contribution of pseudo-

scalar exchange was found 

was obtained assuming ill 

to be very small, and a2g?~d2fit to the 

f v 
exchange alone, with ~ ~ = 12 , 

data 

, and M = .750 BeV • v 
Using the above 

form factor and coupling constants an attempt has been made to fit 

K* production cross sections at 1.96 BeV/c. 13 At that energy the 

contribution of rc exchange is considerable, and the measured value 

of p00 was used to estimate a and a 
p v The observed value of 
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av was a factor of two greater than predicted using the parameters 

from the 3 BeV/c data. On the other hand, a was predicted quite 
p 

well using the known coupling constants along with a form factor 

with cJ = .165(BeV/c)
2 

This form factor had given reasonable fits at 1.96 and 3.0 GeV/c to 

+ * * the reaction K p ~ K N , which has been found to proceed mainly by 

. 14 15 
pion exchange. ' 

We are now prepared to apply the model to our experiment, and to 

make further comparisons with data at other energies. To do so, we 

.adopt the pion and vector exchange 

take M = .783 • For the p~oduct v 

form factors defined above and 
2 G 2 

f v 
'Ij:1( 4'1! we try two values, 

13.4 and 28.6, which when the pion exchange contribution is included 

* reproduce the observed total K p production cross section at 3.0 

and 2.65 BeV/c respectively. The tests of the model will be 1) the 

* shape of the K production angular distribution at our energy, 

2) 

3) 

* the energy dependence of the K production cross section, and 

the relative contribution of pseudoscalar and vector exchange as 

a function of production energy. 

Our K* production distribution, weighted with K0 escape 

corrections, is presented in Fig~ 5. Curves a and b are the OME 

predictions using the vector coupling value of 13.4 and 28.6 respec-

tively. Except for a curious bump in the backward direction, the 

curves reproduce the shape of the experimental distribution reasonably 
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* K production angular distribution for the reaction 
K+p ~ K*+p • The curves are predictions of a one 
meson exchange model modified by form factors, with 
n and w e~change. Values of the vector coupling 
constant f Gv2 are chosen to reproduce the K*+p 
total cross section at 3.0 BeV/c (curve a) and 
2.65 BeV/c (curve b). 
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well, considering the limited statistics. In magnitude, curve a 

which represents an extension of the expression fitting ).0 BeV/c 

data, is much too small. Curve b agrees in magnitude by construe-

tion. 

+ * Total K p 4 K p cross sections from a number of experiments 

are plotted as a function of production beam momentum in Fig. 6. 

Curves a and b have the same meaning as before. Curves c and 

d are respectively the n and m exchange contributions to curve a . 

Here we see very dramatically the failure of the simple OME model to 

* reproduce the energy dependence of the K production cross section. 

The predicted cross section rises steadily, while experimentally it 

rises steeply at threshold and then falls off rapidly. This experi-

mental behavior corresponds closely to that of the total cross section 

for the channel K0 n+p , which is shown in Fig. 7. The falling off of 

this cross section becomes understandable when we note that the total 

K+p cross section above * K threshold is nearly constant) so that the 

opening up of new multibody channels is necessarily at the expense of 

* the K0 n+p cross section, and hence of the K p cross section. Thus 

* it becomes dramatically clear that a model for K p production must take 

into account the effect of competing channels. 

From Fig. 6 we see that the rise of the OME cross section with 

energy results from the vector exchange contribution. This increase 

with energy is a well known difficulty associated with vector exchange 

models. As we see here, this behavior is not controlled by the addition 

l 
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of a form factor. unfortunately) it is also not tamed satisfactorily 

by the absorption model as formulated by Jackson and others. 23J
24 

Next we compare in Fig. 8 the observed values of the density 

matrix parameter p00 at several production momenta with the predic

tions of the model. The values of p00 are averaged over momentum 

transfer) and as indicated earlier give a measure of the relative 

importance of pseudoscalar exchange. Curves a and b have the 

same meaning as before. Here the simple OME model gives a somewhat 

more accurate prediction. 

Finally we note that the OME model used above implies a zero 

value of the density matrix parameter Rep10 J although inclusion of 

absorption effects predicts in general a nonzero value. In fact we 

find that parameter to be -.16 ± .03 J indicating another failure of 

the simple model we have applied. 

In conclusion we note that the OME model modified only by form 

factors gives rather poor agreement with the data on the reaction 

+ * K p ~ K p • Production angular distributions are reproduced only 

by fitting with drastic form factors of rather arbitrary formJ while 

the energy dependence of the reaction cross section is reproduced 

very badly. It is not likely that the inclusion of ~ or ~ exchange 

contributions could alter this conclusion. 
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* c. N Production 

* For our analysis of N (1236) production we select events 

* * lying in an N band but not in a K band, with the bands as defined 

* in Section B. The production angular distribution for these N events 

* is presented in Fig. 9. Like the K distribution, it is strongly peaked 

at low momentum transfers. Because of the limited number of events, we 

* have made no comparisons with models for N production. 

* The decay distribution of the N is given in terms of the 

elements of its spin density matrix by 

3 [ . 2 1 1 w(e ,cp) = 41! P33 sln e + (.2 - P33) (3 

~3 Rep31 sin 29 cos~] (2) 

where the y axis is taken to be the normal to the production plane. 

Using the coordinate .system8 defined in Fig. 9, we have determined the 

parameters p
33 

, Rep
3

,_1 and Rep
31 

by making a.single maximum likeli

hood fit to the decay distribution for our sample. Corrections for K0 

* * escape and for omission of the overlap of the K and N bands were 

* made in the same way as in fitting the K decay distribution, described 

* in the preceding section. In Table III we present the N density 

matrix parameters determined from a fit with and without these correc

tions. Evaluating Rep
31 
=-~<sin 2e coscp > gives a value 

Rep
31 

= 0.07 , in reasonable agreement with the result of the likeli

hood fit. In Fig. 9 we show the weighted decay distributions in cose 
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* and ~ for the N sample, along with curves determined by distribu-

tion 2 using our results for and 

* *++ 
Table III. N Spin density matrix elements for the channel N K0 

Parameter Unweighted fit Weighted fit 

p33 0.50 ± 0.10 0.50 ± 0.10 

Re p 
3,-1 0.17 ± 0.07 0.19 ± 0.07 

Re p31 0.11 ± 0.06 0.09 ± 0.07 

It is interesting to note that the number of "conjugate" events 

used to replace the * * * N events in the overlap region of the K and N 

* bands, plus the corresponding number of events for the K sample, is 

seven--exactly the number of events which actually lie in the overlap 

region for our sample. The number of events predicted by integrating 

the distribution of our fit over the overlap region is 8. Thus there 

is apparently neither constructive nor destructive interference between 

* * K and N amplitudes in the overlap region. 

J 
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the channel N*+~O . Particle symbols in the coordi
nate system diagram represent the direction of motion 
of the particles in the N* rest frame. Events in 
the decay distributions are weighted as described in 
the text. Curves are determined by N* density matrix 
parameters obtained from a fit to the (e,~) 
distribution. 
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A. General Features 

We first consider the effect of pion contamination in the beam 

on our sample of the final state + + -K p rr rr • 

+ + + -Kp ... Kprrrr 

and + + + -
1( p ... 1( p 1( 1( 

The reactions 

(1) 

(2) 

are indistinguishable if one of the final state + rr in reaction 2 has 

a momentum comparable to the beam momentum. About 25% of our events of 

type 1 also fit reaction 2. We may estimate that about twice as large 

a fraction of true events of type 2 also fit reaction 1, since it is 

sufficient for either of the two + rr in reaction 2 have a large momen-

tum in order to fake reaction 1. The cross section for reaction 1 at 

our beam momentum is 2.6 mb, uncorrected for pion contamination. For 

the second reaction the cross section is 3.5 mb?5 Thus we must estimate 

that the fraction of events in our sample of reaction 1 which actually 

represent reaction 2 is approximately .7 times the fraction of pion 

contamination in our beam, which we have estimated to be<LO%. 

I F . 10 t h ha K+p ..,.+1(- " II n ~g. we presen for t e c nnel " , a triangle 

scatter plot of the + - + K rr and prr effective masses. It is clear 

* dominated by the production of K (891) and that this channel is 

* N (1236). To estimate the amount of this production we have made a 

maximum likelihood fit to the distribution of the "triangle" plot 

* assuming non-interfering contributions from the production of K 

* * * and N together, of K alone, of N alone, and of non-resonant 

... 
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background. The assumed distribution is 

F(-;;;~Jr-,mpJr+) = [ a1N1fK*(~Jr_)fN*(mp1r+) + a2N2fK*(~Jr-) (3) 

Here and m + are the effective masses of the particle pairs 
pJr 

p1r+ respectively, and the four coefficients + -K Jr ai give the 

relative contributions of the processes listed above, with I ai = 1 . 

and 

i 

The factor gives the phase space associated with a position 

on the triangle plot, where p is the C.M. momentum of the + PJr 

system, q
1 

is the momentum of the + + 
1r in the p1r rest system, 

is the momentum of the in the KJr rest system, and W is 

the C.M. energy of the reaction. The functions fK* and fN* are 

the same as those defined in the preceding section. The normalization 

constants Ni are chosen so that the integral of F over the triangle 

plot is one for all values of the a .• 
l 

The result of the fit indicates the following percentages 

(53 ± 4)% 

( 9 ± 4)% 

*++ + -
N K 1r (19 ± 4)% 

(19 ± 4)% 

Curves corresponding to this combination of resonance production are 

plotted on the projections of the scatter plot in Fig. 10. 
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* * B. Production of K N 
*0 *++ 

For our study of the reaction K+p ~ K N we select those 

events for which .85 < ~. < .93 and 1.12 < m + < 1.34 . 
K~- . p~ 

By 

integrating separately the four terms in distribution 3 over this 

region of the triangle plot we estimate our sample to contain 82% 

* * d * + d * + - 4d K N events, 11o K p~ , 7to N K ~ , and 10 non-resonant background, 

assuming no interference between these contributions. Using our 

estimate that the pion-produced background included in our total 

sample of events is less than 7%, and assuming that such events are 

distributed over the "triangle" plot roughly according to phase space, 

we may estimate that the number of + 
~ p events of type 2 included in 

the sample defined above is less than that 1/2% of that sample. 

General expressions for the decay distributions of the K* 

and N* in terms of their spin density matrix elements were given 

in Section IV. We have evaluated those parameters for our sample 

* * of K N productions, using three parameter maximum likelihood fits 

* * to the decay distributions of the K and N , with the coordinate 

systems8 defined in Figs. 11 and 12. Results are presented in 

Table IV for the total sample, and for subsamples corresponding to 

different regions of production angle. In Figs. 11 and 12 we present 

* * the decay distributions of the K and N respectively, along with 

curves determined by the density matrix elements obtained from our fit. 
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* * Table IV K and N density matrix parameters in the reaction 
*0 *++ 

K+p ~ K N , for various ranges of production angle 0. 

* ,6,2 K case Poo p ReplO 1,-1 

--
1.0- .95 .13 - .• 19 0.90 ± 0.16 -0.22 ± 0.06 -0.18 ± 0.07 

.95- .90 .19 - .26 1.00 ± 0.12 0.14 ± 0.08 -0.18 ± 0.04 

.90- .80 .26 .39 0.36 ± 0.12 -0.04 ± 0.10 -0.17 ± 0.06 

.80-( -1.) .39 -2.68 0.58 ± 0.10 -0.08 ± 0.07 -0.10 ± 0.06 

1. 0 -( -1.) .13 -2.68 o.65 ± o.o6 -0.07 ± 0.04 -0.16 ± 0.04 

* ,6,2 N case p33 Rep3,-l Rep31 

1.0- -95 .• 13 - .19 0.24 ± .09 -0.01 ± 0.08 -0.10 ± 0.10 

·95- .90 .19 - .26 o.oo ± 0.11 0.07 ± 0.09 0.09 ± 0.09 

.90- .80 .26 - .39 0.26 ± 0.09 -0.06 ± 0.09 o.oo ± 0.10 

.80- ( -1.) -39 -2.68 0.18 ± 0.07 0.05 ± 0.07 -0.10 ± 0.08 

1.0 -(-1.) .13 -2.68 0.18 ± 0.05 0.01 ± 0.04 -0.04 ± 0.05 

.J . 
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Decay a~ular distributions for the K* in the 
channel K 0N*++ • Particle symbols in the coordi
nate system diagram represent the direction of 
motion of the particles in 4he K* rest frame. 
Curves are determined by K density matrix 
parameters obtained from a three parameter likeli
hood fit to the (e,~) distribution. 
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Decay angular distributions for the N* in the 
channel K*0 N*++ • Particle systems in the 
coordinate' system definition represent the direc
tion of motion of the particles in ~he N* rest 
frame. Curves are determined by N density 
matrix parameters obtained from a three parameter 
likelihood fit to the (e,~) distribution. 
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* * In Fig. 13 we present the K N production angular distribu-

* tion for our sample. This distribution is sharply peaked with the K 

going forward, suggesting a peripheral process. 

* * We note that the values of the K and N density matrix 

parameters for our sample are not far from being consistent with the 

predictions of an unmodified one pion exchange model, which requires 

that = 1 

all equal zero. Inclusion in this model of the effects of absorption 

in initial and final states can alter these predictions. Hence we now 

apply to our data an OME model, assuming pion exchange and including 

the effects of absorption. 

+ * * The amplitude for the reaction K p ~ K N is given in the 

unmodified pion exchange model by9 

* 
M(t) = Q_ U (d) u(b) b~ ---~--- g(a-e)'E 

m~ ~ m -t 
(4) 

~ 

where a , b , d , and e represent respectively the four-momenta of 

* the incident K+ , the target proton, the N , and the exchanged pion, 

mg is the mass of the exchanged pion, t is the momentum transfer to 

the * 2 K (t = -8 ) , and U (d) , u(b) , and E 
~ 

are spinors correspond-

* N (J = 3/2) , proton ing, respectively, to the (J 1/2) * and K (J = 1) 

* The coupling constant G may be estimated from the 
*2 

* N decay 

G "' 120 MeV to be ~ - .37 and 
*0 + 

the K K ~ 
2 

coupling constant width 

g may be estimated from = 50 MeV to be t;r = 1.67 . This amplitude 
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* * leads to a K N differential production cross section 

4mn 2 
1L 

(5) 

where s is the C.M. energy squared, q is the initial C.M. momentum, 

a 
c 

is the momentum of the incident K+ * in the K rest frame, and 

* bd is the momentum of the incident proton in the N rest frame. 

This expression requires an additional factor of 2/3 to account for 

*0 + 
the branching ratio for the decay K ~ K rt 

Before proceeding to add absorption corrections we may ask how 

well the pion exchange model modified by a form factor alone can repro

** duce our data. A good fit to the K N production distribution at 

1.96 BeV/c was obtained by multiplying expression (5) by a form factor 

of-m 2 2 

= -..,..-.;_;1!_ 

of-t 
with 

Using this form factor we obtain the curve shown in Fig. 13. This 

curve reproduces the shape of the distribution fairly well, but is 

somewhat low in magnitude. The principle objections to this modifi-

cation of the model are however the drastic and rather arbitrary form 

factor required to fit the data, and the fact that the modification 

fails to account for the deviations of the spin density matrices from 

the predictions of the unmodified model. In any case, it is unreason-

able to expect that a channel such as * * K N production can be treated 
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without consideration of the effects of competing channels. 

We turn then to the absorption mod~l as formulated by 

Jackson3, 23 and others. We refer to the literature for a detailed 

discussion of the calculational methods and theoretical foundations 

for the model. Here we will only outline the method. The model 

begins with a partial-wave expansion for the unmodified (Born) 

meson exchange amplitudes, using a helicity formalism 

~ (j + ~) < ~*~*!TjiAP > d~~(e) 
j 

(6) 

where 'K* ' ~* ' 
and A are the helici ties of the corresponding p 

particles, A = A and ~ = ~* - 'K* . Each term in the expansion p 
io-+: /oj is then multipled by an absorption factor k( j) = e J where 

o; and oj are the complex elastic-scattering phase shifts in the 

init!al and final channels. In the model as formulated by Jackson, 
i5· 

e J is taken to be of the form 

where and 

.2 
-r+J 

1 - c±e -

y + = 1j2q
2 

A+ where is the total 

cross section for K+p scattering, q is the incident C.M. momentum, 

and A is the parameter which appears in a parameterization of K+p 

elastic scattering of the form 

dcre.£ At 
-- cc e dt 
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The quantities C and r_ are defined analagously for the final 

state particles, but in practice are unknown. The derivation of the 

model requires 5.+ = 5.- , or else that the Born term interaction 
J J 

have a short range compared to the interactions which produce the 

absorption. The latter condition is certainly not satisfied for 

pion exchange, so that we are forced to hope that C+ c and 

In our calculation we will assume this to be true, 

although we also present the results of a calculation with r_ = l/3r+ 

The Born helicity amplitudes appearing on the left of Eq. 6 are 

calculated from the amplitude of Eq. 4 using spinors corresponding to 

helicity states of the particles involved, paying careful attention to 

* * phases. There are 24 helicity amplitudes for K N production, of 

which only 12 are independent because of parity conservation. To make 

the expansion of Eq. 6 it is possible and convenient to d.:lvide each 

amplitude on the left into two parts, such that the partial wave 

expansion of one part can be approximated by an integral over Bessel 

functions, while the other part is easily expanded in terms of a 

very few low partial waves. The final expression for the modified 

amplitudeis then, for small production angles, 

M (i) 
n 

00 

= A (i) 1 J (ru x) K ( € x) k(x - -2
1 )x dx 

n . n n 
Jo 

- (i) A . 
n, J 

(7) 
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n 
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represents the modified helicity amplitude, where 

n = 1~-~1 and the index i distinguishes between amplitudes having 

the same value of n , J , and K denote ordinary and hyperbolic 
n n 

Bessel functions respectively, x is a variable corresponding to 

j + ~' j
0 

= max(l~l , 1~1) , Jmax j
0 

or j
0 

+ l in our case, 

e is the C.M. scattering angle, m = 2sin ~ , and E is given by 

m 
1( 

2 
( 1 )2 l [ 2 + q-q . - 4S mp 

2 
~* 

2] 2 
+ ~* 

where q and q' are the magnitudes of the initial and final C.M. 

momenta. Equation 7 is essentially the same as Eq. 6 of reference 23, 

except that the latter equation includes only the term with j = j 
0 

* * in the sum over j • For K N production however, those amplitudes 

with . l 
J =-

0 2 include also a term with j = L in this sum. Equation 6 
2 

of reference 23 also replaces k(j) with k(j - l) in the sum over 
2 

j • We will present results for both forms. 

To evaluate C+ and r+ for our calculation we use a total 

26 + cross section of 17mb. Since analysis of K p elastic 

scattering is not yet complete for our experiment, we use a value 

27 28 obtained by interpolating results at other energies, ' 

obtaining A+ ~ 3.5 • We then obtain C+ = 1.0 and r+ = .15 , 

and put C 

In Fig. 14 we show the absorption model predictions for the 

* * K N production angular distribution near the forward direction, 
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compared with our experimental data. Curve a is the prediction of 

the unmodified OME model, while curve b is the prediction of the 

absorption model with the parameters defined above. Curve b repro-

duces the shape of the experimental distribution, but is about a 

factor of 2 too high in magnitude. For comparison we present curve 

c, which is the result of a calculation in which the range of the 

absorption in the final state has been increased by putting r = .05 J 

and curve d, which results from replacing k(j) with k(j - ~) in the 

sum of Eq. 7, following Jackson. In Fig. 15 we compare absorption 

* * model predictions with our data on the K and N density matrix 

parameters as a function of production angle. In each plot the solid 

curve corresponds to a calculation with c = c 
+ = 1.0 , r+ = r_ = .15 

Putting r_ = .05 leads to curves almost identical to these. The dashed 

curves are the result of replacing k(j) with 

* * 
k(j - !) 

2 
in Eq. 7. 

The agreement of the data on K N production with the predic-

tions of the absorption model is not very good. However the model does 

roughly reproduce the production differential cross section, and succeeds 

generally in reproducing the sign and order of magnitude of the devia-

tions of the density matrix parameters from the values predicted by 

the unmodified theory. A virtue of the model is that it involves no 

arbitrary parameters to be determined by "fitting". 

One of the problems with the absorption model is the crude way 

in which the absorption factors must be represented as a function of j • 
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Production angular distribution of the K* in the 
reaction K+p ~ K*0 N*++ , K* ~ K+:rr- • Curve a is 
the prediction of the unmodified pion exchange model; 
curves b , c , and d follow from :rr exchange 
modified by absorption as discussed in the text. 
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In fact, as pointed out by Jackson, 23 the absorption might more 

reasonably be taken to be a decreasing function of the orbital 

* * * angular momentum £ • For the production of K N (or p N ) the 

values of £ can differ from the corresponding values of j by 

as much as 5/2: and the relations between £ and j are of course 

quite complicated. This may be a serious problem, since the results 

of absorption model calculations seem to be quite sensitive to the 

way that absorption is introduced in the low partial waves. This 

may be seen in comparing our results using k(j) and k(j - -~) 
2 

in the sum of Eq. 7· This sensitivity has also been found, especially 

for production angular distributions, in a detailed study of some 

. 29 
cases by Hogaasen et. al. 
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VI. SEARCH FOR OTHER RESONANT STATES 

.. I 

1. 

i 
I 

' ,/ l 

I i' 

We have examined all 2 and 3 body effective mass dis'tributions 

in the channels 

+ + + -Kp-+Kprcrc 

K+"n + - 0 
.1:' rc rc rc 

(400 events) 

( 77 events) 
. ' 

I 

(8) 

(9) 

and find no evidence for the production of resonant states other than 

* * K (891) , N (1236) , and m . The cross section for m production in 

channel 9 above is 0.07 ± 0.03 mb. 

We have looked particularly for possible-enhancements in the 

K rc rc mass distributions in these channels. In Fig. 16 we show the 

+ + -K rc rc mass distribution in channel 8. The dashed curve is the phase 

space distribution, while the solid curve is the distribution which , 
*0 *++-

would result from the production of K and N in the proportions 

indicated in section V, assuming simple Breit-Wigner forms for their 

production matrix elements, and assuming that these resonances decay 

isotropically. The experimental distribution deviates from both 

curves near 1.175 BeV. A sharp K rc rc enhancement has been reported 

in rc P reactions at this mass. 30 However that enhancement was 

* found not to be associated with K production, while the peak in 

our distribution becomes more pronounced when we restrict the events 

to those with a + -K rc mass in the * K region, shown in the shaded 

portion of Fig. 16. We find no evidence for a K rc rc enhancement 

in this mass region in the events of channel 9. Hence we believe 

I,' 
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K+ + ! I 
that the 1( 1( enhancement in channel 8 is simply a: kinematical 

*0 i ++ 
reflection of the nonisotropic decay of the K and N*' produced 

in that channel. 

The observation of a small peak in K+p +' and K n total cross 

sections at a C.M. energy of about 1.91 BeV has raised the possibility 

of a Y = 2, B =·l, I= 1 resonant state with that mass and a ~dth 

,, I 
I 

• I 

r ~ 180 Mev. 31 Hence we have examined the K+p and K+p:rc distributions 

in the above channels for such an enhancement. We find no evidence 'for 

its production. 
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30 400 events 

~ With K * 
20 

10 

1.6 

MU 811568 

Fig. 16 M(K+~+~-) distribution in the channel K+p n+~
T.be dashed curve is the phase space distribution, 
while the solid curve represents the effect of 
production of K*o and N*++ , as described in the 
text. 
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VII. TEST OF su
3 

PREDICTIONS 

We test here a set of relations of the form I ci Ai = 0 

i 

relating amplitudes Ai for three body final states of K+p reactions. 

These relations, whose derivation is discussed in Appendix C, are a 

consequence of exact su
3 

symmetry. They are 

r. +O O+ ++ 
"12K :rrp-K :rrp-K :rrn=O 

K+ K0 L:+ + K° K+ L:+ - .f2 K+ K+ L:0 = 0 

-K+ :rr0 p +.f2 :rr+ K0 p +.[3 K+ T} p +.f2 K+ K0 L:+ = 0 

2K+ :rr+n + 2:rr+ K+n - .f2 K+ K+ L:0 + .f6 K+ K+A = 0 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Here we denote an amplitude by specifying the corresponding particles. 

Relations 1) and 2) above are a consequence of isotopic spin in~iance 

alone. 

First we must note that our relations imply inequalities of 

the form 

a. (x) 
~~lc.l pi X J 

between differential channel cross sections 

a. (x) 
J 

a. (x) , where 
J. 

is 

a phase space factor and we specify all momentum variables symbolically 

by x . However, because of limited data we would like to compare 

total channel cross sections. If the phase space factors were the 

same for all channels, as they would be for exact su
3 

symmetry, 

they could be removed from the inequality and one could derive correspond-

ing inequalities: : 
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I lcil cri ;::;- lcjl cri . I 

i~ I 

where cri = J cri (x)dx • In comparing with experimental data .we will · 

apply these inequalities replacing with 

mating the effect of differing phase space by dividing each total 

channel cross section by a "total" phase space for that channel, 

defined by pi = J pi (x)~ 
+ 0 Since cross sections for the channels · K p1r· 

have not yet been determined for our experiment, we will use the·d.ata 

at 3.0 BeV/c32 to test the relations derived in Appendix C. At this 

higher energy the effects of differing phase space are considerably 

smaller. In Table V we list the relevant channel cross sections 
·, 

from reference 32, along with total phase space foreach channel' 

+ 0 . relative to the phase space for the channel K ~ft • 

We now apply the inequalities implied by.relations 1-4 above. 

Relation 1) implies a tria~gular inequality which is comfortably 

satisfied, the sides of the triangle having relative lengths of 

1.83, 1.45, and .95. Relation 2) implies an inequality 

which is also satisfied, the left and right sides .having relative 

magnitude .27 and .19 respectively. Relation 3) is the first which 

is not implied by isotopic spin conservation alone, and is especially 

interesting since it relates strange particle production ~o non-strange 

=----

.. 
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production. It implies a set of four inequalities, one of which is 

not satisfied. For the inequality with the channel p~+Ko on the 

right, the left and right sides have experimental magnitudes of 

1.88 ± 0.17 and 2.04 ± 0.14. This inequality is satisfied within 

the errors however, and the magnitude of the violation is probably 

small compared to uncertainties in our method of making phase space 

corrections. Finally, relation 4) provides no useful inequalities 

among total channel cross sections. 

We may conclude that the experimental data is consistent 

with the general predictions of su
3 

which we have applied. However 

these tests are not very stringent. Also, it is not clear how the 

effects of mass diff'erences should be taken into account in applying 

these relations. It is possibly better to compare reaction channels 

not at the same C.M. energy, as we have done, but at C.M. energies 

giving the same Q value to each channel. 33 It will be interesting 

to apply these tests of su
3 

at very high energies, where effects 

of mass differences are minimized. 

; .· ..... 
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Table V. Three body channel cross sections and phase space factors 

for K+p reactions at 3.0 BeV/c.32 

cr. (mb) 
1 pi ~ cri/Pi 

-
K+ o 'Jf p 1.7 ± .4 1.00 1.3 

Ko + 'Jf p 2.1 ± .3 ·99 1.45 

K+ + 'Jf n .9 t .3 .99 .95 

+ 
K T)P .oo6 ± .oo4 .46 .11 

K+K0 L:+ .015 ± .005 .21 .27 

K+K+L:o .0075± .0025 .21 .19 

K+K+A .023 ± ·.oo45 .29 .28 

t)i•r< 
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APPENDICE's 

A. Symmetry of the Spin Density Matrix 

I 

l : ;I 
I , 

The spin density matrix is hermitian and satisfies Tr p = 1 . 

Parity conservation in the production process of a particle impos~s 

on its spin density 'matrix additional conditions, whose form d~pends 

on the choice of coordinates, and in particular on whether the I x , 

Y: , or z axis is taken to be "" n , the perpendicular to the produc-

tion plane. All three choices appear in the literature, and we collect 

here the corresponding conditions on p 

"" symmetry condition n 

"" X Pnnnl = p I -m,-m 
I 

"" (-l)m-m y PmtiJ.I = p I -m,-m 
"" I 

z Pnnn' = (-l)m-m Pnnnl 

In each case z is taken to be the axis of quantization. .These 

conditions hold only if in the initial state of the reaction the 

polarization, if any, is along the normal to the production plane.· 

If this is so the conditions on p may be derived by noting that since 

the initial state is invariant under reflection in the production plane, 

therefore. the final state is similarly invariant, in the sense that 

the reflected state is equally probable. If we sum over all the other 

spins and momenta that distinguish up from down in the'final state, 

(but not necessarily over momentum transfer to the particle considered), 
I 

then we .may require the spin density matrix of the particle to b~ 

t ! 

'· _ ........ --:....~·-~~- .. : _______ - --

. I 
! . 

,, 
' 
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invariant under reflection in the production plane. Now reflection = RP 

where P is the parity operation and R is a rotation by 
·A 

TC around 'n • 

P leaves p invariant, since it is bilinear in w , and invariance under 

the rotation then requires 

t 
DJ DJ 

Pmm' = mn Pnn' n'm' (1) 

where DJ is the rotation matrix for angle TC about "' n • J is the spin 

of the particle. The form of DJ depends on the choice of axes as follows: 

A • I n D I mn 
1.~ (m~n) 

"' Dmn( 
-:rr ~) e·· C-l)J-n X 2 ' TC, = 0 

2 m,-n 

"' Dmn(o, 1f, 0) ( -l)J-n y = 0 m,-n 

"' D (0,0,1!) -i1fn z = e 0 .mn mn 

Substituting these expressions for DJ in equation (1) then gives the 

symmetry conditions on p given above. Note that the form of the condi-

tion depends only on the axis chosen to be normal to the production plane, 

and not on the orientation of the other two axes in that plane. In particu- · 

lar, the form for "' "' n = y is correct both for helicity coordinates, in 

which 
A 

z is taken to be the direction of motion of the particle, and for 

the often useful coordinates in which ~ is taken to be the direction of . 

an incident particle in the rest frame of the outgoing particle •. 

i 

• I 
• ! 

j 

i 
4 • •• • 

• ..:.", ... ''• 0 ,oo•••,•'•-.loo ~--~~"''' ,,;,, "••' - -.~.•M, ->.. 'j 
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B. Covariant J = 3/2 Spin-Energy Projection Operator 

In performing calculations involving a spin 3/2 particle such as 

* the N (1236) it is often possible to reduce spin sums to trace calcula-

tions by introducing a spin-energy projection operator. Such an operator 

is used by Jackson9 and other authors to whom he refers. We present 

here a derivation of that operator in a somewhat different form which we 

find particularly convenient to use.34 

We want a projection operator which projects out the positive energy, 

J = 3/2 part of a product of a Dirac spinor and a four-vector: 

where 

A+=~ 
2m 

is the positive energy projection operator acting on the spinor, 

pl PJ.lPV 
= -g +-2-JlV JlV m 

projects out the J=l part of the four-vector, and p3/2 is the 

J = 3/2 projection operator acting on an E > 0 spinor and J = 1 

four-vector. Here m and p are the mass and 
Jl 

particle described, and g00 = +1 • To construct 

the particle rest frame, where we have 

four-momentum of the 

P3/ 2 we start in 
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where we have used 

and 
k 

~ = ~ 
We now cast this in the covariant form 

p3/2 _ g (g _ !_ E ~.P 5 p(J) 
~v - 3 ~v 2m ~vpcr 7 r 

where 

We note here that the three projection operators commute 

with each other. Finally we combine them to get 

P"V = g (z{+m)(-g + !__ P p + !_ E I -;? pcr) 
~ 3 ~v 2 ~ v 2m ~vpcr m 

1 where we have dropped a factor of 2m so that products U U may be 
~ v 

replaced by P in performing spin sums in calc~ations involving 
~v 

Rarita-Schwinger J = 3/2 spinors normalized uif=2m. 
~ 

The above expression may also be cast in the form given by 

Jackson, expressed here with our conventions 

-/J [ 
2 1 P = +m - + --- + -~v ( ) g~v . 2 P~Pv 3 r~Yv 

3m 

The first form is particularly convenient to use in trace calculations 

however, since all, r matrices are in the single term E~vpcr I-? pcr, 

and the antisymmetry in ~v and/or the -? in this term kill instantly 

most terms in the trace which involve it. Typical terms remaining are 

I' 

\. 

' I 
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of the form Tr f;flf; -? where "f; -? comes from the 

t d rti ula D EI.J. Fv -.a 
erm, an pa c r P = EPI.J.VrJ P • This is easily evaluated 

using Tr f;Nf; r5 = 4i EOf3ro A
0 :sf3 cY D

0 and 

mrst 
E E 
mnqp 

C. Derivation of Cross Section Relations from Reaction Symmetries 

a. General Method 

It often happens that a symmetry such as or .su3 
can be 

used to relate a number m of amplitudes Ai for reaction channels 

to a smaller number n of amplitudes ai which are characteristic 

of the symmetry. Thus, Ai = Mijaj where M is an m X n matrix 

determined by the symmetry. From these relations one may derive a 

set of relations of the form ~ ciAi = 0 The number of independent 

i 

relations of this sort obtainable without any knowledge of the ai is 

m-r , where r is the rank of the matrix M • Each such relation 

provides a set of inequalities of the sort 

which may be experimentally tested using is 

the corresponding channel differential cross section and pi is a phase 

space factor. 

.i:: . • 

I i 
I 
I 

. ! 

'I I ,. 

' ' 
I . I ' I 
' . 1 

I 
I t 
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A simple example is provided by the three react ibn channels 

K+p-+ K+ 0 1) p 1( 

K+ n + 2) 1(' 

Ko + 3) p 1( 

whose amplitudes are related by isotopic spin conservation to two 

amplitudes corresponding to coupling the pion and nucleon in a 

or 3/2 state: 

1 

= -1/2 

(::) 0 

This yields the single relation .f2 ~· -A2 -A
3 

= 0 • 

1 
I= 2 

For relations involving many amplitudes, extracting all possible 

amplitude sum rules can become quite tedious and confusing. It is 

possible however to extract methodically and simply all independent 
~ -+ 

amplitude relations from expressions of the form A = M a by using 

the following method. The method is similar to one which is commonly 

used to invert square matrices. We start with our relation written 
-+ -+ 

I A = M a , where I is the m X m identity matrix. We then perform 

a series of elementary row operations on the m X n matrix M , while 

simultaneously performing the same operations on the matrix I on the 

left. An elementary row operation is one of the following: 1) multipli-

cation of a row by a non-zero constant, 2) addition of a multiple of 

one row to another row, or 3) interchange of two rows. Noting that 



.. 

each such operation corresponds to multiplication from the left by a 

simple matrix, we see that the above equality is preserved at each step 

as I evolves into a new matrix E . The object is to p~oduce rows of 

zeros in the matrix M • For each such row achieved, the corresponding 

row of E clearly provides the coefficients of a sum rule relating the 

Ai • Elementary row operations do not change the rank of a matrix, so 

that all the rows of the matrix E are linearly independent at every 

step. Hence all the amplitude relations generated with this method are 
I 

independent. 

In principle one can reduce the matrix M methodically by using 

a row to produce m-1 zeros in the first column, another row to produce 

m-1 zeros in the second column, and so on. In practise however M 

usually has a quite simple form, and one can easily spot operations 

which quickly generate rows of zeros. One proceeds until it is clear 

that the remaining non-zero rows are all linearly independent, at which 

point the maximum number of independent amplitude relations has been 

derived. 

One might postulate that certain of the amplitudes ai are zero. 

Then one may eliminate the corresponding columns in M and proceed as 

before, obtaining in general a greater number of amplitude relations. 

In our example above one might postulate that only the I = 3/2 coupling · 

of the N~ system contributes--e.g., perhaps the reaction proceeds only 

* by way of N 
33 

production. 

To provide a useful test of a symmetry, an amplitude relation 

.:,A 
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'' I 

. ,' 
II 

should involve only channels which are experimentally measUrable, 

and should relate a minimum of amplitudes so that the corresponding 
I 

cross section inequalities impose as stringent a condition as possible . . ~ 

' i~ ,;I 

11 
II ' ,, 

lr 
I 

'I I, 

,. 

' ,, 

i! 

I 

From a given set of amplitude relations it is possible to derive new onesl 

which, while not independent of the original relations, may be more use-

ful in practise. This is conveniently done at this point by collecting ,,I 

the sum rule rows of E into an 
': ~ ! ' I 

(m-r) X m matrix which :J,.s th~n manipu-: 
I .''! I 

lated using elementary row operations in order t~ produce·a miriimum 

number of non-zero elements in each row, and a minimum n~ber of non
: 

zero elements in each column corresponding to a reaction channel about 

which no information is available. I, 

b. 
. ' + 
SU~ S;Ymmetry Of K p -. PPB 

We consider now the relations implied by exact su
3 

symmetry for 

K+ p three body final states of the sort PPB , where each P is a 

member of the pseudoscaler octet (K, K, rr, ~) 1 and B is a member of 

the baryon octet (N, ::::, .E, A) . There are seven distinct channels of 
I 

' 
this sort, corresponding to twelve final states when we treat e.g., 

!' 

K+ 0 
rr P and as distinct final states, which makes sense when ·• 

spatial wave functions are associated with the particles. The final 

states are: 

K+ + 0 p-.K rr 

Ko + rr 

K+ ~ 
. ' 

p 1 

p 1 

p 
' 

rr° K+ p 

rr+ K0 p 

~ K+ p' 

I' 
I 

I 

·I 

'I 
I 

·,' 

. I 
I j 

I 

'1. 
I 

' ' '· I 

' I 
I 

I 
.~ . 

I 

k' 
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' 
+ K+ 

1( n 

K+ K0 L:+ , K° K+ L:+ 

K+ K+ L:0 

K+ K+ A 

+ The initial state K p transforms like the I = I
3 

= 1 , Y = 2 

member of the 27 dimensional representation of su3 . .Amplitudes for 

the twelve final states may then be related to six amplitudes, correspond-

ing to six possible ways of coupling three octets to get a 27. Us1.ng a 

tensor representati,on of the octets, one may chose six amplitudes ai 

corresponding to the 6 permutations of the particle labels 1, 2, 3 in 

the coupling 

In each permutation v (1) is the tensor which represnts the first meson, 
I 

' v (2) represents the second meson, and v (3) 1represents the baryon. 

The first such coupling, for no permutation of 1-2:3, is 

1 + 1 0 + + 0 + 
-· TJK p+-1r K p+1r K p-2KTJp. 
':f6 ~2 

The remaining five couplings are then obtained immediately by permuting 

particle labels and substituting K ~ N , 1r- L: , TJ ~ A when baryon and 

meson labels are interchanged. For example, the coupling for the permuta-

tion 1-3·2 is 

I' 
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The coefficients of the physical channels in these six couplings then 
I 

form the elements of the 12 X 6 matrix M in an expression A = M ~ • 

This matrix has a simple form, and is easily reduced with the method 

described in the preceeding section to yield relations 1 - 4 in 

Section VII of this thesis. 

These relations are also easily derived in a direct way using 

I-spin and U-spin coupling schemes. However, the method described 

here is equally easy and has several advantages. It assures t:rU:tt ali f. 

possible relations will be found, that they are all independent, and·· 

that the phas.es· of the amplitudes involved are all consistent so. that 

the relations may be combined to yield new forms. Further, with an 

appropriate choice of the amplitudes ai it is easy to feed in possible 

assumptions about the dominance of certain couplings--for example, that 
1 

, I 

the baryon and one meson couple predominantly through a channel corres- . 

pending to the ~ = 3/2+ decuplet. 

I. 

i i 
I 
I 

.I 

·-:.. 

... .. 
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